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8 Days Sarajevo-Dubrovnık-Sıbenık-Rastoke-Ljubljana-
Zagreb 

 
VALIDITY : 05.10.2019  to 31.05.2020 

 

 

Itinerary 
DAY 1 Sarajevo  

Gazi Husrev-bey Mosque - was built in first half of sixteenth century by Gazi Husrev-beg, Bosnian .View 

& photo stop Eternal Flame, Kursunlu Medrese, Sebilj, Sacred Heart Cathedral & Bazaar. Stroll around 

Old Town over the Latin Bridge towards Bascarsija Square (also known as Pigeon Square), as the historic 

Old Town is welcoming and charming, and had similarities to one of my other favorite European cities, 

Krakow (but with mosques).Visit the Place Where WWI Started - In 1914, Austria’s Archduke Franz 

Ferdinand and his wife were shot dead in Sarajevo. The assassination, which began the First World War, 

is marked with a stone plaque. 

DAY 2 Sarajevo - Mostar - Dubrovnik   

 Cejvan Cehaj Mosque - View the oldest mosque. Old Bazaar - One of the oldest parts of Mostar, which 

winds along a small, pretty, cobbled street, dating back to the middle of the 16th century. Stari Most - 

16th-century Ottoman bridge in the city of Mostar in Bosnia and Herzegovina that crosses the river 

Neretva and connects the two parts of the city. Rector’s Palace - View palace in the city of Dubrovnik 

that used to serve as the seat of the Rector of the Republic of Ragusa in the 14th century and it housed 

an armory, the powder magazine, the watch house and a prison. Continue excursion tour to Bell Tower 

Clock, Orlando's Column, Franciscan Monastery, Sponza Palace and Dominican Monastery.  

DAY 3 Dubrovnik - Split - Sibenik   

 Diocletian Palace - Visit to one of the best preserved monuments of the Roman architecture in the 

world which is UNESCO listed. The only square in the palace, Peristil Square which an imperial square 

flanked by two colonnades where Emperor Diocletian once addressed the public. Cathedral of St. 

Domnius - One of the best-preserved ancient Roman buildings standing today. It was built as a 

mausoleum for Diocletian. Continue to view the City Clock, Silver Gate and Temple of Jupiter.  

DAY 4 Sibenik - Zadar - Plitvice  

 Morske Orgulje (Sea Organ) - Visit to Western Quay for an up-close look at the Sea Organ and the 

Monument to the Sun, follow by St. Donatus Church, the Roman Forum, St. Anastasia’s Cathedral, and 

St. Mary’s Church.  Lion’s Gate - The gate is adorned with a relief of St. Mark’s lion on the side facing the 

sea.  Five Wells Square - Venetians helped the city withstand Turkish sieges by building a large drinking 

water cistern with five ornamental wellheads in 16th century.  

DAY 5 Plitvice - Ljubljana  

Plitvice Lakes National Park - This lush valley has 16 terraced lakes strung together by waterfalls and 

miles of pleasant plank walks. Countless cascades and colorful water make this park a natural 

wonderland.  Experience a boat out on the still waters of Kozjak Lake ground. From the comfort of your 

seat, look out at breath taking panoramas of the verdant countryside, punctuated by dazzling lakes. 

[Note: In the event of bad weather, if train and boat rides are unable to operate, there will be no 

replacement].  Ljubljana Castle - Experience funicular to castle complex standing on Castle Hill above 
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downtown Ljubljana, also an architectural mishmash, but most of it dates to the early 16th century. City 

tour of Slovenian capital city, Ljubljana by visit like the Dragon’s Bridge, Triple Bridge, Twin Bell Towers, 

St. Nicholas, Ljubljana Market and Preseren Square.  

DAY 6 Ljubljana - Bled - Postojna - Ljubljana  

City tour of Bled - Often called the ‘Alpine Pearl’ with its unique emerald green lake, a church on the 

island in the middle of the lake and a medieval castle perched on a cliff above the lake. View Bled Island 

which is the main one being the pilgrimage church and visit Bled Castle and enjoy the panorama from 

the castle terrace. (Optional).Postojna Cave - Is the best-known cave and one of the world's largest karst 

monuments which stalactite paradise on every corner and you may meet the dragon o sring, which even 

has electric cave train running inside. The Postojna Cave is the only cave where you can take a special 

train and ride under magni cent underground arches. The enchanting halls will take your breath away 

and the thrillingly narrow tunnels will raise your heart rate. [Note : Train ride included / Please bring 

along warm cloths as the cave maintains a constant temperature of 08*C to 10*C].  

DAY 7 Ljubljana - Zagreb  

City tour of Zagreb - Visit main sights in upper and lower part of city : Roosevelt Square, Presidential 

Palace, St.Mark Church, Stone Gate & Pope’s Tower. Ban Jelacic Square - Is the central square of the 

modern city, Zagreb. At the same time, you explore to Dolac Market is the most visited and the best 

known farmer's market. Tkalciceva Street - Zagreb’s most colorful street, a meeting point for young 

people of the city. Here we will join the buzz and have a coffee while people pass by.  

DAY 8 Zagreb -SIN 

 
 
REF OF QT : 9011 
NO OF PERSONS IN DBL PP IN TRP PP SINGLE SUPPLEMENT 

5 PAX 1265 EURO 1215 EURO 245 EURO 

6 PAX 1138 EURO 1088 EURO 245 EURO 

7 PAX 1046 EURO 996 EURO 245 EURO 

8 PAX 980 EURO 930 EURO 245 EURO 

9 PAX 946 EURO 876 EURO 245 EURO 

10 PAX 885 EURO 835 EURO 245 EURO 

11 PAX 849 EURO 799 EURO 245 EURO 

12 PAX 820 EURO 770 EURO 245 EURO 

13 PAX 796 EURO 746 EURO 245 EURO 

 
HOTEL OPTIONS: 

 

NIGHTS CITY HOTEL ROOM TYPE 

NIGHT 01 SARAJEVO NEW 4* or SIMILAR STANDARD 

NIGHT 02 DUBROVNIK PETKA 3* or SIMILAR STANDARD 

NIGHT 03 SIBENIK PANORAMA 4* or SIMILAR STANDARD 

NIGHT 04 RASTOKE MIRJANA 4* or SIMILAR STANDARD 

NIGHT 05 LJUBLJANA KONGO 4* or SIMILAR STANDARD 

NIGHT 06 LJUBLJANA KONGO 4* or SIMILAR STANDARD 

NIGHT 07 ZAGREB KAJ 4* or SIMILAR STANDARD 

 
***** HB packages 150 EURO PP 
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• Above mentioned hotels are subject to availability and we are not holding 

any space for your group. If there is no availability in above proposed hotels 

at the time of confirmation, we have the right to propose you similar hotel 

category. 

•  

CHILD POLICY: 

➢ 03 – 06 years kid 35% discount from DBL PP rates 

➢ 07 – 11 years kid 10% discount from DBL PP rates 

 

 

INCLUDED SERVICES: 

✓ 07 Nights Hotel Accomodation 

✓ Daily Breakfast 

✓ English Speaking Guide through the itinerary  

✓ Airport Transfers 

✓ Transportation by modern A/C vehicle according to group size 

EXCLUDED SERVICES: 

• Personal Expenses 

• All International & Domestic Flight Tickets 

• Drinks at Meals  

• Tips for Guide & Driver (PP perday 3 EURO for Guide & PP perday 2 EURO for Driver) 

• Visa & Insurance 

• Porterage at Hotels & Airports 

• City Taxes 

• Any other services not mentioned above 

• Domestic ticket ( Estimated )  

• Entrance fees 

 

GENERAL NOTES: 

➢ All rates are in EURO and all rates have been calculated on the present VAT. Should 

the latter increase, prices will be adjusted accordingly.  

➢ No luggage will be loaded inside the coach. This is a matter of PASSENGER SAFETY 

REGULATIONS (imposed by the local authorities as well as all insurance companies). 
 

 

       (DT - 18/08/2019) 
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